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Tutorania
A Data Driven Platform for Connecting Tutors and Students

Background
Problem Statement

Finding the ideal teacher to help them advance their knowledge or competence in a particular

subject or skill can be difficult for many students. This is as a result of their lack of direction and

faith in others. This also makes it challenging for gifted people with the knowledge and capacity

to assist others to get employment as tutors. By carefully compiling and keeping track of the

credentials of tutors, Beacon Tutors has created a solution. When a student contacts the business

for assistance, the company can look through its databaxcse of tutors and pair the student with

the best fit.

However, because personal interaction and contract initiation are required, this approach may be

ineffective and time-consuming. However, Beacon Tutors offer a much-needed service that aids

in matching students with knowledgeable instructors and supports the career growth for gifted

people who want to impart their knowledge and abilities to others.

Literature Review

In the past few years, online tutoring has become more and more popular. It has several

advantages over teaching in person. Online tutoring gives students one-on-one help that can help

them with their schoolwork, review what they've learned in class, get feedback, and feel more

confident. Online teaching is also easy and flexible, so students can learn from anywhere and at

any time. But some students and parents may prefer in-person tutoring because it gives them the

chance to talk to the teacher face-to-face. There can also be problems with online tutoring, like

technical problems and contact problems. During the COVID-19 pandemic, however, online

coaching has been used successfully to give poor students free one-on-one tutoring. Beacon
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Point and University Tutor are two online tutoring platforms that offer one-on-one tutoring, as

well as tools and training for tutors. In conclusion, online tutoring can be a useful and easy way

for tutors and students to meet, but it may not be right for everyone.

Using artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning algorithms is one way to make it easier

for teachers and students to find each other and make a deal. Gong and his colleagues (2020)

used a model called a "decision tree" to find the best match between students and teachers based

on the students' and tutors' traits and ratings. The matching was very accurate. Another way to

make it easier for teachers and students to sign contracts is to use blockchain technology. Li and

his colleagues (2020) suggested a blockchain-based system for online tutoring that would let

tutors and students make and sign contracts, verify identities, and keep track of payments. But

automating the matching and contracting process isn't easy. For example, it's hard to make sure

that teachers are good and trustworthy and that the technology is easy for both tutors and

students to use.

There may also be legal and regulatory hurdles to using certain technologies for contracts and

payments, especially in different countries and jurisdictions. Still, AI systems help online

learning and teaching in many ways, such as making learning more personalised for students and

automating teachers' routine jobs. Online tutoring can offer personalised help that can be

changed to fit the wants and learning style of each student. In-person tutoring, on the other hand,

lets teachers see how the student interacts with course material in real time, so they can track the

student's progress and make changes as needed. Overall, there are challenges and limits to using

certain methods and technologies, but there is also a lot of promise for making online tutoring

and personalised learning more efficient and effective.
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Business Model

Tutorania is an online site for tutoring that puts students and tutors in touch with each other.

Students can post jobs on the platform, which can be seen by teachers who have made profiles on

the site. Tutors use a special currency that they keep in a digital wallet to apply for jobs. Students

can buy this currency with real money. The platform gets an extra source of income by taking a

cut of the money paid by the student to the teacher during the contract.

The primary way of making money for Tutorania is by selling custom currency. This currency is

used to apply for jobs and look at tutor profiles on the site. By selling this cash, Tutorania gets a

commission on each sale, which brings in money. Tutorania can use advertising on social media,

search engine optimization, and reference programmes, among other ways to get people to use its

platform. To set itself apart from rivals, the platform can offer extra features like a messaging

system, virtual whiteboards, and tools for keeping track of progress. But Tutorania has to make

sure it offers a safe and effective service if it wants to keep customers' trust and loyalty.

Stakeholders

Stakeholders in a project are people, organizations, or groups who have an interest in it.

They are either involved in the project directly or have interests that could be affected by

how it turns out. Tutorania also has multiple stakeholder because of its diverse nature and

the categories are mentioned below:

❖ Students are Tutorania's main users because they use the platform to get academic help

and support so they can learn more, improve their skills, and reach their academic goals.

❖ Tutors are in charge of giving students high-quality educational material, helping them

with their homework and tests, and giving them feedback to help them learn better.

Administrators supervise the day-to-day operations of Tutorania, such as managing the

platform's infrastructure, supervising tutors' work, managing student accounts, and

ensuring that the platform meets the needs of all stakeholders.

❖ Parents can use the platform to check on their child's progress, talk to tutors or

administrators, and give feedback on the platform's educational material and services. In
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order to offer more help to their students, incorporate Tutorania's resources into their

curricula, or reach a wider audience with their online courses and programmes,

educational institutions can collaborate with Tutorania.

❖ Payment gateway companies are crucial to Tutorania's ability to accept payments from

its customers.

❖ The services of Tutorania are promoted by marketing and advertising agencies to

potential consumers. Investors give Tutorania money in exchange for ownership of the

company or a share of the income.

❖ Regulators make sure that Tutorania works in accordance with local and national laws.

This protects the rights of students and keeps the level of education high.

Technology Stack

Purpose Framework/Library

Programming Language ➢ Typescript

Microservice Development ➢ Node JS

Payment Integration ➢ Stripe/Payoneer

API Development ➢ Apollo GraphQL Client
➢ Apollo GraphQL Server

Frontend Development ➢ Next JS

DevOps ➢ Docker for Containerization
➢ Vercel for deployment

Recommendation Engine ➢ nltk

Analytics Dashboard ➢ Chart.js
➢ D3.js

Database ➢ Postgresql

UI Design ➢ Figma
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➢ Adobe XD

Graphics & Illustrations ➢ Adobe Illustrator
➢ Adobe Photoshop
➢ Adobe After Effects
➢ Adobe Premiere Pro
➢ Blender

Version Control ➢ Github

Project Management ➢ JIRA

Proposed Solution and Implementation

Tutorania is a complete online tutoring platform that connects students who need help with

tutors. The platform uses advanced data-driven methods, secure messaging, and forums to

connect both the parties. It also provides a plethora of features for users to manage their

contracts. To make transactions easier, Tutorania lets users keep coins in a Virtual Wallet. Coins

can be bought using standard currencies like US Dollars or Euros, which requires the integration

of a safe payment service. After the completion of a contract, users can leave feedback or

reviews on the platform. This helps build a work and hiring history that can be used to indicate

knowledgeable tutors. Tutorania also has a strong recommendation engine that is based on

successful tactics used by good online marketplaces. This makes it easy for students to find the

right tutors.

The platform also has an admin panel with services like data analytics, managing financial

transactions, contract details, and managing forum posts. This gives administrators important

information about how the platform works and how well it works. Effective tutoring is more than

just giving answers or doing homework, and tutors can adapt their teaching methods to the way

each student learns and give them one-on-one care. After that, we'll talk about the important

parts of Tutorania:
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1. API Design

Tutorania's design is based on the Microservices pattern, where each key module is built

as a separate microservice. The microservices comprise the recommender, forums, user,

contract, payment, and chat services. The GraphQL API gateway serves as a singular

point of entry for client requests and utilizes REST APIs to direct these requests to their

corresponding microservices. One of the benefits of using GraphQL in this design is the

ability to do declarative data fetching. GraphQL enables clients to precisely specify the

necessary data for a given request, thereby minimizing the occurrence of over-fetching or

under-fetching of data. This makes it easier to get info and puts less pressure on the

network bandwidth.

Major microservices are mentioned as follows:

● Recommendation service matches students with the right teachers for them

based on a number of factors.

● Participants in the forum can talk about academic problems, ask each other

questions, and share information by using the forum's microservice.
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● The user microservice is in charge of things like user authentication, user

permission, and user maintenance. It is in charge of handling user accounts,

profiles, and any changes to the data.

● Contract microservice can help teachers and students make, track, and keep

track of deals. It can also change and end contracts that are already in place.

● Payment microservice are in charge of making sure payment methods are safe

and taking care of money transfers between students and teachers. This function

protects both buying virtual currencies and buying things inside of an app.

● The chat microservice makes it possible for students and teachers to talk to each

other in real time. Alarms, messages, and encrypted contact are all taken care of

by the system.

● The analytics microservice is responsible for all the analytics and charts and stats

displayed on the admin panel.

With microservice design, Tutorania's system is more scalable, flexible, and stable, and

each team has more freedom. The design of the site makes it easy for teachers and

students to work together.

2. Payment Gateway Integration

Stripe is the payment gateway that Tutorania has added so that students and teachers can

send and receive money. Stripe is a trusted payment tool that is used by a lot of online

businesses and has a lot of useful features and benefits. Stripe offers a safe way to process

payments by using security methods that are common in the industry to protect sensitive

financial information. This makes sure that all transfers on Tutorania are safe and can't be

hacked or used for fraud. Stripe allows many ways to pay, such as credit cards, debit

cards, and digital wallets like Apple Pay and Google Pay. This means that students can

choose their preferred way to pay, which is more convenient and improves the user

experience. Stripe makes it easy to make international payments because it works with

multiple currencies and lets you do business in different places.
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If Tutorania offers subscription-based services or recurring payments, Stripe has built-in

tools to handle and automate these payment models. This makes billing and collecting

payments on a regular basis much easier. The well-documented and developer-friendly

APIs provided by Stripe facilitate the integration of payment functionality into

Tutorania's platform. Stripe offers ways to settle disputes and makes it easier to handle

chargebacks. If there are any problems with a payment, Stripe gives Tutorania the tools

and rules it needs to handle the situation well and keep its operations running smoothly.

Stripe is known for always coming up with new ideas and adding new features. This

means that Tutorania can keep up with the latest payment technologies and trends by

taking advantage of Stripe's constant innovations and new features. In general, using

Stripe as the payment gateway gives Tutorania a reliable, safe, and feature-rich way to

handle financial transactions within the platform.

3. Recommendation Engine

The SentenceTransformers, which are considered to be a benchmark in natural language

processing and semantic similarity, are utilized by the recommendation engine. By

utilizing SentenceTransformers, the system is able to build high-quality, dense

embeddings for sentences or text samples. These embeddings retain the semantic
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meaning of the text and make it possible to do comparisons and similarity assessments in

an effective manner. A SentenceTransformer is used by the recommendation system in

order to build an embedding for a job description whenever a student publishes one. In a

similar manner, embeddings are crafted for the profile descriptions of each tutor as well

as their prior work experiences.

A cosine similarity analysis is performed on the embeddings in order to determine how

well the job description and the tutor profiles match up with one another. In addition to

job experiences and profile descriptions, the recommendation system takes into account

weighted averages of the comments received for past jobs. Using the weighted average of

feedback scores, the system calculates the cosine similarity between the job description

embedding and each tutor's profile description and past job embeddings. The algorithm

identifies the tutors whose descriptions and experiences are most similar to the job

criteria based on these computations, taking into consideration both semantic similarity

and feedback ratings. Because of this method, Tutorania is able to build a robust

recommendation engine that takes advantage of the most recent developments in natural

language processing techniques. It helps connect students with the best tutors based on

how well their profile descriptions, job experiences, and feedback scores match up.

4. Contract Management

Tutorania has a thorough contract management system that makes it easier for students

and tutors to talk to each other and work together throughout the tutoring process. The

contract management system lets you send messages, keep track of milestones, get
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approval for contracts, and end contracts. Students and tutors can exchange messages

within the platform, allowing for plain and direct communication regarding the tutoring

arrangement, scheduling, specific requirements, and other pertinent information. The

contract management system lets milestones, which are specific goals or deliverables for

the tutoring job, be added to contracts. Students and tutors can both set goals to track

progress and make sure the tutoring process stays on track. Before coaching starts, both

the student and the teacher look over the contract and agree to it. This makes sure that

both sides agree on the contract's scope, price, length, and other details. After the

teaching contract is over, the student and teacher can talk about what they learned. The

contract management option from Tutorania makes it easier to find and work with a tutor

by putting all communication, tracking of milestones, and contract management in one

place. It makes students and teachers more responsible and improves the user experience.

Tutorania combines these tools so that teaching contracts can be managed and kept track

of. This makes teaching both fun and useful.

5. Admin Panel with Analytics

Tutorania's managers can keep an eye on what's going on on the platform by using the

admin interface. Using the admin panel, administrators can take care of user accounts,

jobs, and contracts. It does this by giving outlines of important data in the form of charts

and graphs. Administrators can take care of site-listed jobs. They can keep an eye on

everything, see how things are going, and step in if needed. In the administration area,

you can take care of contracts between students and teachers. It can also help you

understand contracts, keep track of how they are going, and solve any problems that may

come up. The charts and graphs in the administrative panel show a summary of the

statistics. This shows how well the platform is doing, how much its users are using it,

how the job market is changing, and other important things.
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All of Tutorania's parts can be broken down into specific reports that can be made from

the administrative control panel. These reports give management information that can be

used to evaluate the platform, find places to make improvements, and make strategic

choices. Administrators can manage user accounts, enforce platform regulations, handle

user-generated material, monitor forums, and perform other administrative tasks to keep

the platform secure and reliable from the administration panel. In Tutorania's Admin

Panel, you can control user profiles, jobs, and contracts. Administrators can better

analyze the data and make choices that will improve the user experience and the

platform's performance.

6. User Interface and Experience

Tutorania puts the user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) at the top of its list of

priorities to make a platform that looks good and is easy to use. The UI of Tutorania has

been carefully designed to look good, be easy to use, and be interesting to look at. All of

the design elements, like the font, spacing, and style, were chosen with care to make the

site look polished and professional. Tutorania keeps the same colour scheme throughout

the whole platform. This makes sure that everything looks good and fits together. The

platform makes use of components from the Mantine library, which provides a set of

aesthetically pleasing and modifiable user interface components. These parts can be

changed so that they fit with Tutorania's branding and design guidelines. This gives the
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UI a personal touch and makes sure that it stays true to Tutorania's character. Tutorania

follows important UX laws and principles to make a straightforward and

consumer-friendly experience. It takes into account things like simplicity of navigating,

organized structure, rational processes, and effective exchanges to improve utility and

customer satisfaction.

Project Management, Collaboration and Version

Control

For our project, Tutorania, we used JIRA for project management and followed the SCRUM

methodology. We worked in sprints, which were short timeframes where we focused on specific

tasks. This helped us stay organized, review progress regularly, and make adjustments as needed.
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To collaborate and keep track of our Tutorania project, we used GitHub. It helped us work

together, track changes, and go back to older versions if necessary.
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Software Requirement Specification

Requirements Elicitation Process

One of the most important steps in making any software project is called "requirement

elicitation." During this time, different stakeholders' needs and expectations are gathered,

understood, and written down. In the case of Tutorania, a method called "requirement elicitation"

was a key part of how the platform was changed to meet the needs of the tutoring industry. There

were a number of important steps that had to be taken in the right order to figure out what

Tutorania needed.

● Interviews with the owner of Beacon Tutors since he was the main person who called

for the project.

● Prototypes made in Figma that can be used for getting input, working together, and

analyzing a system. The process took into account what customers said, what the owner

knew, and what the business standards were.
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● To learn more about requirement elicitation, there are many resources available online,

such as tutorials and courses offered by Simplilearn, GeeksforGeeks, Testbytes, and

SoftwareTestingHelp.

It is important for product teams to use the requirement elicitation method to find problems with

requirements before the development process starts. This helps bring down the total cost of the

job. Business analysts need to be able to know what questions to ask and how to ask them in the

best way. On top of that, they must be able to speak well and work together with key

stakeholders throughout the whole process.

Functional Requirements

1.1 User Profile Creation
1.1.1 Description and Priority

The system shall enable users suited for the platform to create accounts or

profiles.

Priority: High

1.1.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The user visits the landing page and navigates to the sign in or sign up section of

the website.

1.1.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall maintain three types of accounts as shown below:

1. Student

2. Tutor

3. Admin

REQ-2: The system shall provide interface for the creation of only two types of

accounts as shown below:

1. Student
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2. Tutor

REQ-3: The system shall allow users of all account types to log in to their

accounts.

REQ-4: The system shall obtain given details while logging in:

1. Email

2. Password

REQ-5: The system shall ask for the given mandatory input while account

creation of both student and tutor:

1. First Name

2. Last Name

3. Email

4. Date of Birth

5. Location

6. Gender

REQ-6: The system shall enable both student and teacher to optionally add a

profile picture while signing up.

REQ-7: The system shall send a 4 digit code to the email address specified by

the user in order to complete the registration process.

REQ-8: The system shall allow the user to resend the email verification code

after every 60 seconds.

1.2 User Profile Editing and Management
1.2.1 Description and Priority
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The system shall enable users registered on the profile to edit their profile details

and add additional information based on their account type

Priority: High

1.2.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The user logs in to his account and navigates to the my profile section.

1.2.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall allow the user to change the current password after a

successful login.

REQ-2: The system shall allow the user to change first and last name after a

successful login.

REQ-3: The system shall allow the user to change his location after a successful

login.

REQ-4: The system shall allow the user to change his profile picture after a

successful login.

REQ-5: The system shall allow a tutor to add a profile description after a

successful login.

REQ-6: The system shall allow a tutor to add a profile headline after a successful

login.

REQ-7: The profile headline entered by the tutor should be no greater than 100

characters and no lesser than 8 characters
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REQ-8: The profile description entered by the tutor should be no greater than

700 characters and no lesser than 50 characters

REQ-9: The system shall allow a tutor to add past employment items to his

profile which will reflect past jobs completed outside Tutorania.

REQ-10: The system shall allow a tutor to add job history items to his profile

which

will reflect previous jobs completed in Tutorania.

REQ-11: The job history items will have the inputs specified in .

REQ-12: The system shall require following inputs to associate a past

employment item with a tutor profile:

1. Job Title

2. Company or Employer Title

3. Job Description

4. Start Date

5. End Date

REQ-13: The start and end date for profile history items will have {monthName

year} format.

REQ-14: The system shall allow a tutor to choose from a list of pre-existing skill

items.
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REQ-15: The system shall allow a tutor to edit the add a profile headline after a

successful login.

REQ-16: The system shall allow a tutor to edit the profile description after a

successful login.

REQ-17: The system shall allow a tutor to edit a job history item after a

successful login.

REQ-18: The system shall allow a tutor to edit a past employment item after a

successful login.

REQ-19: The system shall allow a tutor to edit a skill item after a successful login.

1.3 Job Posting
1.3.1 Description and Priority

The system shall provide the feature of posting and editing jobs.

Priority: High

1.3.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The student navigates to post a job option or edit job details from a list of current

jobs. Both these options will appear on the student dashboard.

1.3.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall enable a student to create a job post.

REQ-2: The system shall require the following mandatory fields during job

creation:

1. Job Title
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2. Job Description

3. Broad Skills

4. Specific Skills

5. Number of Tutors Wanted

6. Preferred Gender of Tutor

7. Service Required

8. Languages

9. Location

10. Budget

11. Online (Boolean)

REQ-3: The job title will have a length no more than 100 characters and no less

than 10 characters

REQ-4: The job description will have a length no more than 800 characters and

no less than 10 characters

REQ-5: The system shall allow the student to enter 5 skill broad and specific

skills each for a job post.

REQ-6: The number of tutors wanted for a job shall be no more than 1000.

REQ-7: The system shall allow a student to edit all the mandatory fields for a job

post.

REQ-8: The system shall recommend tutors using data driven techniques to the

student for a specific job post.
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REQ-9: The system shall allow the student to delete a job post.

1.4 Viewing and Applying to Jobs
1.4.1 Description and Priority

The system shall allow users to submit job applications.

Priority: High

1.4.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The tutor will view a list of jobs on the dashboard and click on the apply option

for a job being displayed.

1.4.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall allow a tutor to view jobs posts.

REQ-2: The system shall allow the tutor to filter job posts by using keywords.

REQ-3: The system will sort the jobs visible to a tutor according to the posting

date.

REQ-4: The system shall enable a tutor to apply for a job.

REQ-5: The system shall require the following mandatory inputs while

submitting a job application:

1. Cover Letter

REQ-7: The length of a cover letter shall be no more than 13000 characters and

no less than 500 characters.
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1.5 Contract Management
1.5.1 Description and Priority

The system shall allow students to initiate a formal contract with a tutor.

Priority: High

1.5.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The student can view a list of tutors through either the search option or

applications submitted by the tutors and then initiate a contract with the tutor they

desire.

1.5.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall allow a student to view the following details of a tutor

profile:

1. Full Name

2. Profile Headline

3. Profile Description

4. Skills

5. Job History Items

6. Past Employment Items

REQ-2: The system shall allow a student to search for tutors using keywords.

REQ-3: The system shall allow the student to initiate a contract with one or more

tutors for a particular job post.

REQ-4: The system shall allow a tutor to accept contract request from a student.

REQ-5: The system shall make provision for payment integration to enable a

student to pay for a job during the contract period.
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REQ-6: The system shall initially provide support for given card vendors:

1. VISA

2. MasterCard

REQ-7: The system shall deduct 5% of the charges from the money deposited by

the student.

REQ-8: The system shall deduct 10% of the charges from the money received by

the tutor.

REQ-9: The system shall allow both tutor or student to end a contract.

REQ-10: The system shall allow both tutor or student to leave feedback after

ending a contract.

REQ-11: The feedback left after the job will require the following inputs:

1. Star Rating Out of 5

2. Comments

REQ-12: The feedback comments will have a length no more than 1000

characters and no less than 10 characters.

1.6 Virtual User Wallets
1.6.1 Description and Priority

The system shall allow users to maintain a wallet having coins of a custom

currency which will be used to perform several operations on the platform.

Priority: High
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1.6.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The student will be asked to pay through wallet coins as a result of viewing the

contact details of the tutor without initiating a contract using wallets and for

posting jobs. A tutor will be asked to pay through wallet coins as a result of

submitting a job application.

1.6.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall allow both tutors and students to pay for the purchase

of coins using given card vendors:

1. VISA

2. MasterCard

REQ-2: The system shall provide different packages for purchase of coins.

REQ-3: The system shall enable a user to purchase a custom amount of coins.

REQ-4: The exchange price of coins shall fluctuate based on market

considerations.

REQ-5: A student shall be required to pay 15 coins for viewing contact details of

a tutor.

REQ-6: A student shall be required to pay 5 coins for sending a message to a

tutor who has not applied for the job using the built-in chat system of the

platform.

REQ-7: A student shall be required to pay 2 coins for posting a job.
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REQ-8: A tutor shall be required to pay 2 coins for applying to a job.

REQ-9: The system shall initially provide 20 coins to both tutor and student

upon completing the registration process on the platform.

1.7 Forum Posts
1.7.1 Description and Priority

The system shall allow users to initiate forum posts to initiate discussions

regarding different subjects.

Priority: Low

1.7.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

A student or tutor shall navigate to the Forums option in the navbar to initiate a

forum post, track activity on existing ones that the user is participating in and

search

for posts using a search bar.

1.7.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall allow either a teacher or student to initiate a forum

post.

REQ-2: The system shall allow all three types of users to view a forum post.

REQ-3: The system shall allow all three types of users to search for a forum

post.

REQ-4: A forum post shall only become visible after the approval of an admin.

REQ-5: The system shall allow all three types of users to reply to a forum post.
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REQ-6: The system shall ask for the following mandatory inputs while initiating

a forum post:

1. Title

2. Description

REQ-7: The length of a forum post title shall be no more than 200 characters and

no less than 50 characters.

REQ-8: The length of a forum post title shall be no more than 800 characters and

no less than 50 characters.

1.8 Admin Panel
1.8.1 Description and Priority

The system shall provide an interface to the admin user enabling him to perform

create, read, update and delete operations on various database resources.

Priority:Medium

1.8.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The admin panel is an interface that will be displayed to the admin user after a

successful login.

1.8.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall allow an admin user to view all the profile details of

both teacher and student expect the following ones:

1. Password

2. Payment Method Details
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REQ-2: The system shall enable an admin to view all the jobs posted by a

student.

REQ-3: The system shall enable an admin to view the all details of every

contract associated with a user or tutor profile.

REQ-4: The system shall enable an admin to view all the forum posts.

REQ-5: The system shall enable an admin to view the chat history of every tutor

and student.

REQ-6: The system shall enable an admin to suspend any tutor or student

account.

REQ-7: The system shall enable an admin to delete any job post.

REQ-8: The system shall enable an admin to delete any forum post.

REQ-9: The system shall enable an admin to delete a reply to any forum post.

REQ-11: The system shall enable an admin to approve all the requests for tutors

submitted by the students.

REQ-12: The system shall display a funnel analysis of the platform usage to the

admin.

REQ-13: The system shall display the following quantities to the admin using a

line charts or plain numbers:

1. Number of New Tutors
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2. Number of New Students

3. Number of Deleted Accounts

4. Amount of Revenue Earned

REQ-14: The system shall enable an admin to apply time or location based filters

to the quantities specified in REQ-10.

1.9 Messaging
1.9.1 Description and Priority

The system shall enable tutors and students to chat with each other prior to and

after initiating a contract.

Priority: High

1.9.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The student will click on the message option being displayed along the profile of

the tutor to message him using the built-in chatting system of the platform.

1.9.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall allow a student to initiate a chat with a tutor.

REQ-2: The system shall allow a student to initiate a chat with a tutor who has

applied for a job free of cost.

REQ-3: The system shall allow a tutor to reply to the chat initiated by a student.

REQ-4: Each chat history item will be associated with a specific contract.

REQ-5: Each chat history item will be sorted according to the time of the last

message of each chat history item.
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1.10 Notification Generations
1.10.1 Description and Priority

The users will be notified in case of several operations performed concerning

them on the platform.

Priority:Medium

1.10.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

The users can navigate to the notification by clicking on the notification icon on

the navbar and view the list of notifications as a result.

1.10.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1: The system shall generate a notification for both tutor and student if

their purchase of coins is successful.

REQ-2: The system shall generate a notification for both tutor and student if a

contract associated with their account starts.

REQ-3: The system shall generate a notification for both tutor and student if a

contract associated with their account ends.

REQ-4: The system shall generate a notification for both tutor and student if

they receive a message.

REQ-5: The system shall generate a notification for all three types of users in

case there has been activity on a forum post they have created or replied

to.

REQ-6: The system shall sort the notifications in descending order according to

the time of notification.
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REQ-7: The system shall only maintain a record of the past 50 notifications of a

user.

Non-Functional Requirements

1.1 Performance Requirements
The application is web-based, so it should be interactive with an easy-to-use interface. It should

have the following performance requirements.

1. Speed

A. The system should take no longer than 5 seconds to display the results of a search

when the user searches for jobs or tutors.

B. If records in the system's database are updated or deleted, it should take no longer

than 3 seconds, on average.

C. In normal usage, the system's click response time should not exceed 1 second for

95% of the clicks.

D. The system should take less than 2 seconds, on average, to refresh the screen of

the application.

2. Size

A. The system should be able to accept image files of up to 12 MB for student and

tutor profile pictures and other images.

3. Efficiency

A. The application should not experience any lags and should be battery-efficient.

1.2 Safety Requirements
1. The system should only accept passwords of minimum length of 8 characters

which can be alphanumeric containing both upper-case and lower-case alphabets.

1.3 Security Requirements
1. An email address and a password should be used to login to the system.

2. The database should store encrypted passwords.
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3. The system should be able to protect user data from any unauthorized accesses.

4. The system should use proper authentication mechanisms to protect users' data

and profiles.

5. The system should validate all the input fields for script tags and sanitize them

before further usage.

1.4 Software Quality Attributes

1. Adaptability

A. The web application should be adaptable to 95% of the screens ranging from 400

x 400 px to 3000 x 3000 px screen resolution.

2. Maintainability

Maintenance must be easy for the web application and efforts should be made to

maximize the life of the system.

A. The system should be able to meet its new requirements easily and should be

maintainable and extendable.

B. Errors and anomalies should be corrected quickly and easily.

3. Reliability

A. The system should be able to handle multiple user records simultaneously without

failure. In case of any problem with updating the user's profile in the database, the

user should be notified.

B. The system should have a failure rate of less than 2 per month.

C. The system should have a mean time to failure of approximately 3 weeks at a

minimum.

4. Portability

A. The system should be portable and run on all operating systems including

Windows, Linux, MacOS, Android, IOS, etc. as it will be a web-based

application.

B. An internet connection and a web browser should enable the user to access it from

anywhere including personal computers and mobile devices.

5. Scalability
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A. The system should be able to support 5000 users per hour while keeping the

click-response time less than 2 seconds.

B. The system should be able to accommodate for 20% growth in the number of

users every 6 months.

6. Correctness

A. The system should ensure correctness so that the information and results returned

by the server should have an error margin of less than 0.5%.

7. Robustness

A. The system should be able to make complete recovery in case of any failure

within less than 3 hours.

B. The system should have a data corruption probability of less than 0.1% in case of

any failure.

C. The system should be able to detect and inform the user when an API or database

fails to transmit information to the application.

8. Usability

Tutorania is intended to be a modern online marketplace, highly accessible and easily

usable by the general public, even the ones with little technical know-how.

A. First-time users of the application should not have any difficulties using it.

B. In addition to being interactive, the user interface should also be aesthetically

pleasing.

C. UI/UX principles and laws should be taken into consideration when designing the

application.

D. After completing a half-hour training session, the users should be able to perform

all system functions.

9. Availability

E. The system should be available to the users if they have a stable internet

connection.

F. The system should have 99.99% uptime across the region.

10. Flexibility
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A. It is essential that the overall system should be flexible enough to cope with

uncertainty without any problem.

B. It should also be easy to add new features or functionalities to the system.

1.5 Business Rules
1. The system shall allow the admin to take action and ban users in case they violate

any rules, regulations or safety protocols.

Software Design Specification

Design Methodology and Software Process Model

Tutorania uses the Agile development methodology/Software Process Model, which is a way to

build software that is done in small steps and iterations. In Agile, the requirements and answers

change over time as teams that work in different areas work together.

Agile methodology focuses on iterative and incremental development, flexible planning and

delivery, collaboration and communication between the development team and the stakeholders,

and customer happiness through the continuous delivery of usable software. Agile's iterative and

incremental method lets it be flexible and adapt to changing requirements. This makes it a good

choice for projects like Tutorania, where requirements change quickly or aren't clear.

Tutorania uses a mix of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) and Procedural Programming for

its creation process.

Since the Tutorania project has a lot of functions and features that work together, it makes sense

to use OOP because it helps put data and behaviour into objects. This makes the code easier to

manage and scale. But the procedural method works better for parts of the job where certain

steps need to be done in a certain order.

Architectural Design
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Tutorania is a Software as a Service platform that uses Next.js, GraphQL, Postgres, REST API,

Apollo, Prisma, and TypeScript, among other things: It uses a design that is scalable and easy to

manage. Here are some details:

● Microservices Architecture: The system is made up of many independent

microservices, each of which is in charge of a certain function, such as authentication,

profile management, a suggestion engine, contract management, payment integration, and

so on. This approach lets each microservice be deployed and scaled in its own way.

● REST API: REST APIs let each microservice talk to the other microservices and the

database. The REST APIs provide a standard way for microservices to exchange data and

keep the services from being too tightly linked.

● Apollo and GraphQL: Apollo is used as the API gateway, which gives all the REST

APIs a single point of entry. The GraphQL engine is also used by the Apollo server. This

lets the client only ask for the data it needs, so it doesn't get too much or too little

information.

● Database: As the database, Postgres is used, which is a powerful and stable relational

database management system. The database is where the system's organised data, like

information about users, jobs, contracts, payments, chats, forums and so on, are kept.

● Frontend: The frontend is in charge of showing the users the data and handling how the

users interact with the site. The Apollo and GraphQL engine allow the frontend to talk to

the server to get and change data. For better SEO speed and a higher core web vitals

score, the front end uses pre-rendering tools like Static Site Generation and Server Side

Rendering.
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Class Diagrams

Class diagrams are used to show how the classes, attributes, and functions of a system fit

together. They are part of the Unified Modelling Language (UML), which is a standard language

for describing, visualising, building, and recording the artefacts of software systems. In software
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engineering, class diagrams are often used to show how an object-oriented system is put together

and how objects and classes relate to each other. They show the links between classes, such as

inheritance, aggregation, and association, in a clear way. Then, this knowledge can be used to

write code, figure out how a system is put together, and let team members know about design

decisions.
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Activity Diagrams

Activity graphs show the flow of jobs or tasks through a system. They are part of UML, a

standard language for defining, visualizing, constructing, and recording software system

components.

Activity diagrams are often used in software engineering to model business workflows and

processes, write down software needs, and make software systems. They are used to show how

things are done in a system, and how the different parts of a system affect each other.

● User Authentication
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● Chat Messaging
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● Creating Jobs, Proposals and Contracts
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● Making Payments

● Using Forums
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Data Flow Diagrams

Data flow diagrams (DFDs) show how data moves through a system or process graphically. They

are often used in software design specifications. They're useful for pinpointing a system's inputs,

processes, and outputs, as well as the connections between them. This aids in communicating the

design to stakeholders and the development team by providing a clear and concise representation

of the functional needs of the system. Data flow diagrams (DFDs) are comprised of three

primary components:

● Processes: Internal system changes are known as processes. They are used to illustrate

the way in which data is transformed across the system and are depicted as rectangles.
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● Data Flows: The arrows in a data flow diagram show the flow of information from one

part of the system to another. They reveal how one process is related to another, as well

as its inputs and outputs.

● Data Stores: Data stores are the containers used to store information within the system.

They are used to symbolise information that is being temporarily stored or needs to be

stored persistently, and they take the shape of rounded rectangles.

Since we are employing a microservices architecture in this project, we will be presenting the

DFD for each microservice independently.

● User Service

● Messaging Service
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● Contract Service

● Payment Service
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● Forum Posts Service

These diagrams can also be viewed in better quality here:
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1-wuyKrIgJBN_K5HZZV8j6NV-eI_YC8zl?usp=share_lin

k

Data Design

The given ERD diagram shows how different logical entities have been mapped to database

tables, as well as the characteristics and types of each of these tables.

There are the following three kinds of connections between tables:

● One-to-one relationship (1:1)

● One-to-many relationship (1:M)

● many-to-many relationship (M:M)

Also, relationships between different tables have been moved to foreign key relationships or

extra tables for many-to-many (M:M) relationships.

For a more detailed view, visit the given link:
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s84bYNcaneXZf1O6q-hDs2FsvWwz9t2y/view?usp=sharing

Deployment and Integration

System Integration

On the back end of Tutorania, system interaction is done through an API gateway built with

Apollo GraphQL. This architecture makes it easy for the frontend and backend parts of the app

to talk to each other. The frontend is responsible for communicating with the backend by

submitting Apollo GraphQL client requests to the API gateway. The API gateway is responsible

for handling the request routing to the right microservice by utilizing axios. The API gateway is

where all calls from clients come together. It is in charge of getting GraphQL requests and

mutations from the front end and handling them. The specific data needs from the front end are

wrapped up in the Apollo GraphQL client calls. This lets declarative data get work. When a

GraphQL request comes in from the front end, the API gateway processes the request and figures

out which microservice needs to handle it. This is done based on what action or data is being

asked for. A famous HTTP client called axios is used by the API gateway to send the client call

to the right microservice.

Tutorania gets a lot out of using Apollo GraphQL and the API gateway pattern. In the first place,

it makes it possible to get data in an effective and optimized manner by enabling the frontend to

specify the precise data that is required, hence lowering the likelihood of either over-fetching or

under-fetching. This makes the system run faster and puts less stress on the network traffic.

Secondly, the API gateway makes it easier for the frontend and server to talk to each other. It

works as an abstraction layer, hiding the frontend from the complexity of the microservices

architecture below. The frontend only needs to talk to the API gateway, and the gateway handles

sending calls to the right microservice.

Database Deployment
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Instead of a typical locally managed database, pgclusters were used to build Tutorania's database

at first. Because of this choice, it will be easier to upgrade and grow the globe. pgclusters is used

to control databases and copy them across a group of machines, called "nodes." When changes

are made to a distributed database, the data will be the same everywhere and be easy to reach.

This makes sure that the data are always up to date and in sync as they are being used.
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Using pgclusters makes the process of making things easier. With a distributed database design,

developers can try out new features and upgrades on different clusters before adding them to the

main database. Developers can work on groups or areas by themselves on their own time. This

helps people grow faster and makes them more flexible as a whole. The pgclusters database

system can keep growing and working regularly even if there is a problem. The database was

split into many groups, or "clusters," so that the system could handle the growing number of

people and data. Even if one of the database's groups fails, users will still be able to easily get to

it. When something bad happens, open systems make it much easier to get back on your feet. In

case of a disaster or data loss, data can be retrieved from other groups. This makes sure the data

is correct and cuts down on the time the platform is down.

Users in any part of the world can use Tutorania because pgclusters gives them access to

information from all over the world. Because data can be seen from any cluster, the person has

the same experience no matter where they are. Tutorania's pgclusters database management

system has a number of advantages. It makes the facts change right away in all groups. Using

parallel work in groups makes the process of making something easier. Scalability, fault

tolerance, and disaster recovery all work together to make sure that data security is kept and the

system is always up and running. pgclusters makes it possible for Tutorania's database

management to meet all of its needs by giving access to data all over the world.

System Deployment

The back end of the Tutorania project is set up on a DigitalOcean droplet that runs Ubuntu. On

the droplet, the backend's dependencies are loaded, and Docker is used to run all the services at

the same time. This method makes it easy to handle the back-end services and makes sure they

all run in the same environment. Similarly, the frontend was also deployed on a different port

on the same server.
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Containerization

Docker was used to containerize each microservice from Tutorania. After the requirements were

loaded, a Docker Compose file was made with the commands for the microservices. With this

approach, the backend is put through its paces. There is no need to change the individual

microservices.

Docker containers can hold applications and all of their dependencies, so they can run in any

setting. Docker Compose is in charge of how containerized apps are defined and run. This paper

talks about what application services are and how they work together.

The Tutorania Docker Compose file has a list of background services and what they need. The

requirements of a microservice must be set up first, before the service itself is run. This way of

doing things makes sure that every microservice works in a consistent context and installs any

dependencies it needs. Docker and Docker Compose are tools that make it easier for

microservices to scale, be maintained, and change. It makes creation and maintenance easier, and

it makes it easier to use resources and cut costs.
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System Testing

Testing Plan

A testing plan needs to be put in place to make sure that the Tutorania application works as

planned and meets the needs of the users. The testing plan has several steps, such as testing the

back-end API with Postman and Swagger, testing the API Gateway with Apollo GraphQL

Playground, testing the system and integration with Selenium, and testing the load with JMeter.

By sticking to this testing plan, the Tutorania application can be tested in depth and made sure to

work as intended.
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Backend API Testing and Unit Testing using Postman / Swagger, Jest and Supertest

● Postman is a platform that is often used to create, build, and test APIs. It has a user

interface that is easy to understand and use, and it has a lot of tools for testing REST

APIs.

● Swagger is another HTTP client used to test and document APIs. It simplifies REST API

testing.

● To ensure Tutorania's backend APIs operate, utilise Postman and Swagger. Test all

CRUD (create, retrieve, update, and delete) actions.

● Jest and Supertest can develop test suites and generate code coverage reports for API

routes in microservices.

API Gateway GraphQL Testing using GraphQL Playground

● Apollo GraphQL is a well-known place to make and test GraphQL APIs. Apollo also has

GraphQL Playground, which is a simple way to test out GraphQL APIs.

● Tutorania's API gateway can be tested with GraphQL Playground to make sure it works

as planned. In GraphQL, we should test all queries and mutations.

System and Integration Testing using Selenium

● Selenium tests web apps. It automates browsers and tests web applications.

● Selenium can test Tutorania's system and interface to ensure proper operation and test all

user flows and scenarios.

Load Testing using JMeter

● JMeter tests web apps' traffic handling. It simulates many people and tests web

applications with different loads.

● JMeter can be used to test Tutorania's load capacity. All user flows and circumstances

that may occur with many users should be tested.
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In short, the testing plan for the Tutorania app includes testing the backend API with Postman

and Swagger, testing the API Gateway GraphQL with Apollo GraphQL UI, testing the system

and interaction with Selenium, and testing the load with JMeter. These testing tools will make

sure the app works as expected, works well when it's busy, and meets the needs of the users.

Unit Testing

Unit testing is an important step in the process of developing Tutorania application. It means

checking each part of the application that can be tested to see if each piece of code works as it

should. Unit testing is generally done by writing test cases that run individual functions,

methods, and classes. This makes it easy to fix bugs before putting the code into the main code.

For Tutorania, the backend development consisted of a sequence of important steps. First of all

the CRUD routes for each entity were registered in the corresponding microservice. Their correct

operation was ensured by documenting and testing them instantly by using Swagger. Then the

route was registered in the API gateway which redirects the request to the corresponding

microservice. In API gateway, GraphQL schemas or type definitions were defined and

corresponding queries and mutations were added, then the resolvers were added and then finally

registered in the corresponding microservice adapter. Finally each microservice was fully tested

with separate test files for each written using Jest and Supetest to ensure maximum code

coverage. The detail of each testing tool is given further.

Unit testing was done with Jest and Supertest to make sure that all API routes in Tutorania work

well. Jest is a testing tool built on JavaScript that lets you test both front-end and back-end apps.

It is mostly made for apps that use React, but you can write automation scenarios for any

JavaScript-based codebases with it. Supertest is a library for Node.js that lets you test HTTP

requests and replies. It is used to test API endpoints and make sure they work the way they

should. For each microservice, separate test files were made to make sure that the CRUD

operations work correctly. This method made it easy to test each part and make sure it worked

the way it was supposed to.
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Along with Jest and Supertest, Swagger was also used to test APIs. Swagger is a free tool for

developers that helps them plan, build, document the requests and responses, and test RESTful

APIs.
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GraphQL Playground was also used to test the GraphQL API interface. GraphQL Playground is

an interactive place where GraphQL APIs can be tested. All the schemas, queries and mutations

appear there and can be easily tested by specifying the corresponding arguments etc. and query

results can be viewed.
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Overall, unit testing with Jest, Supertest, Swagger, and GraphQL Playground was very important

for making sure that all API routes in Tutorania worked well. The logs from jest tests are

mentioned below:
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Integration and System Testing

As the testing tool for Tutorania, Selenium was used to test the system and how it works with

other parts. Selenium is a free tool that works with many browsers and computer languages.

During the testing process, test cases were made to check how the application worked, including
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how the menus, forms, links, and buttons worked. Selenium was used to run the test cases, and

the results were looked at to find any problems or bugs that needed to be solved. Selenium also

allows parallel testing, which lets testers run more than one test at the same time to save time and

effort. By using Selenium to do system and integration testing, the Tutorania application was

tested thoroughly to make sure it worked as planned. Selenium's testing results helped find any

problems or bugs that needed to be fixed before the app is released to the public. The testing

method was important for making a successful and high-quality product because it made sure

that all the parts of the system worked well together.

Non-Functional Testing

Tutorania is a Node.js and Next.js app with a microservices architecture. JMeter was used to test

its non-functional and performance features. JMeter is an open-source, pure Java platform
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software that is used to test how well an application works under a lot of stress and to measure

speed and response times. The project team chose to test performance with JMeter. Using

JMeter, the performance test scripts were made for the situations that match the identified peak

load as well to check how well and quickly the APIs respond with data. On the servers,

performance tracking was set up to watch the test and find the bottlenecks while the test was

running. JMeter was used to analyse and measure how well Tutorania worked, and it made a

report that used statistical information to describe how well the system worked. We made sure

the Tutorania app works as intended and meets the requirements for speed, scalability, and

stability by using JMeter for non-functional and performance testing.
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User Interfaces
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